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Rainbow Darter

The

rainbow

darter,

(Etheostoma caeruleum) is a native North American fish found
in small, fast-moving streams
and small to medium-sized rivers. It grows to 2 to 3 inches (51
to 76 mm) in length.[1] The species is very sensitive to pollution
and silt, staying in clean, pollution-free water. The rainbow
darter is easily identified by
three dark spots on the back,
and blue and orange in the dorsal and anal fins. It is a small
perch-like fish found in freshwater streams in North America.
Life: The rainbow darter spawns
in clean, rocky riffles from
March through June. It has a
lifespan of about four years.
The males can grow up to 48
mm long, while the largest female reaches just under 43 mm.
The male form is resplendent in
bright oranges and iridescent
blue spots, stripes, and checks.
The record largest rainbow

needed

Distribution:

The

Merry Christmas
Everyone. Come on
out and enjoy the fun,
good friends and even
gooder foods. LOL
distribution has been suggested
to be due to once existing glaciers and to its intolerance of
brackish water. One study to examine the phylogeography of E.

rainbow caeruleum and its colonization

darter is a small, benthic freshwater fish found in many creeks
and small to medium-sized rivers throughout North America.
In particular, it is common
throughout the eastern United
States, specifically throughout
the Great Lakes and Ohio River
Valley regions. Its distribution
extends south to northern parts
of Alabama and as far west as
Missouri and Arkansas.[2] This

patterns found its distribution is
greatly due to historic glaciations, and furthermore, due to
distributions from drainages
which have since then resulted in
the current morphological diversity of the rainbow darter.[3]
Geographically, the rainbow
darter is one of the most abundant and common darter species.
cont’d on page 4
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December 9, 2014: COME & JOIN US FOR OUR
CHRISTMAS POTLUCK.

Unsung Hero’s of the
London Aquaria Society
Over the years there have been so many Members who
have given up their time to help run our club, never asking for
anything in return. This year, I hope to mention some of
those Members to tell them how much we appreciate what
they do for us.
John has been with the club almost from the beginning
and has accomplished a great deal throughout the years. John
is always there to help out whenever he can at our yearly Auctions and any other functions that the club holds. Recently,
John’s lovely wife Edna has been helping out in the kitchen at
our spring and fall auctions and if you have never tried her
cinnamon natchos, well, my goodness, I can’t talk any more,
I’m drooling. ;0)

Thanks John & Edna
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President’s Message
Merry Christmas Everyone!!!! I can’t believe that another year is coming to an
end but I’m so excited that we will be getting together for our Annual Christmas Pot
Luck. As always, the food is delicious and it will be nice to sit back and enjoy good
food and friends.
We will also be holding our monthly auction, so bring out any aquarium
items or fish that you have and maybe
you’ll go home with some good deals.
Last but certainly not least, I’d like
to wish everyone a Very Happy & Prosperous New Year.
Ron Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society
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Rainbow Darter
cont’d from front page

Ecology[edit]: The rainbow darter is classified as
insectivorous, feeding on small invertebrates such as
insects and crayfish, but it has also been known to
feed on some fish larvae. In Four-Mile Creek in
Ohio, the rainbow darter lives primarily on
trichopterans (i.e. caddisflies), having two feeding
peaks: one in the morning and a second in the late afternoon or early evening. [4] The primary
predators of the rainbow darter are larger freshwater fish, such as burbots (Lota lota), stonecats
(Noturus flavus), and smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu).[2] Like many other darter species, it
has the ability to maintain position on the substrate in flowing water.[5] This unique characteristic
plays a key role in its microhabitat preference. E. caeruleum has been shown to prefer creeks and
rivers with rocky substrates and swift-moving riffles.[6] This microhabitat preference has been suggested
to be due to oxygen levels in the water during season changes or other factors, such as feeding or
shelter-related habitat preferences.[6] Because E. caeruleum has such a low tolerance for brackish
water, human-induced changes such as pollution or sewer drainage has the potential to cause a
significant negative impact on its abundance.
Life history[edit]: Darters have a wide range of life histories, but size correlates with most life history
characteristics. For example, larger darters grow faster, live longer, produce bigger clutches, and have
longer reproductive spans.[7] Mate selection by female darters is assumed to be common.[8] When
examining the rainbow darter, life history traits were: average size 45 mm, growth 32 mm, maximum
age four years, and clutch size 82.[7] E. caeruleum mates during the spring, typically when water
temperature is between 17 and 18°C, and they will leave their normal microhabitat in the rapids to
congregate on pebbles, where the stream leaves a pool, to mate.[2] Once mates are selected, the fish
mate repeatedly for several days until the female lays about 800 eggs. [2] This darter also displays
group spawning, and the males tend to exhibit territorial behavior during the breeding season.[8]
Current management[edit]: Currently, the largest threat to E. caeruleum is run-off and pollution due
to urbanization. One study found the development of an interstate highway negatively affected the
abundance of several fish species, including E. caeruleum, because of decreasing quality of water of
the nearby creek.[9] Currently, management plans consist of reducing nutrient, pesticide, and sediment
loadings within such streams.[10] This same study suggests conservation practices should be a
combination of both physical habitat monitoring and water chemistry monitoring, because it would
benefit fish communities within headwater streams more than just implementing one conservation
practice or the other.[10] Although broad management plans are in place for many rivers and streams
and their fish communities as a whole, no current management plans in place are specifically designed
for E. caeruleum.
London Aquaria Society
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'May the fish be with you'
http://www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk/
Copyright © Shutterstock. Picture posed by model.

A lucky goldfish has helped football team Millwall escape
relegation on the final day of the season.
Millwall hasn't lost a single game since fan Tommy Pratt, who is a
lifetime supporter of the club, bought a goldfish in April.
Tommy is a close friend of players Alan Dunne and David
Forde and before each game he texts them with a message saying
'may the fish be with you'.
Apparently the fish is placed next to the TV at home where it flies about its bowl during the
matches.
"The fish has been everywhere with us — it came out to dinner a few weeks ago," Dunne told
News At Den.
Millwall beat Bournemouth 1-0 last weekend to stay in the Championship. Manager Ian Holloway joked that getting some Koi for the training ground might not be a bad idea.
Thanks Laurel & Bob

Is there a giant cannibal shark in the ocean?
http://www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk
Copyright © Smithsonian Channel, YouTube

Researchers are trying to find out what could have eaten a
3m/9ft shark they were following.
A tracking device, which
washed up on a beach in Australia, showed that the healthy female
shark had suddenly plunged to a depth of 580m/1,900ft at high speed. The tag also recorded a spike
in temperature from 7°C to 25°C/46-78°F.
One theory for this is that the shark was eaten by an even bigger shark — the heat resulting
from the larger predator's digestive system when the smaller shark was swallowed, before the bigger
animal then took a dive to the depths.
Scientists now wonder if there is a "colossal cannibal Great white shark" out there somewhere.
Others think a whale may have been responsible, while Internet users blame Kraken — and even
Godzilla! The quest to solve the mystery is the subject of a film, called Hunt for the Super Predator,
which is due to air on the Smithsonian Channel on June 25.
Check out this site to see the trailer provided.
London Aquaria Society
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Loss of forests causes fish to starve.
http://www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk/

Forest debris that drains into lakes is an important contributor to freshwater food chains, bolstering the diets of fish to the extent that increased forest cover causes fish to get fatter, while sparse
forest leaves smaller, underfed fish.
Debris from forests that washes into freshwater lakes supplements the diets of microscopic zooplankton and the fish that feed off them – creating larger and stronger fish, new research shows.
The researchers warn that, as forests are eroded through human activities such as logging, the
impacts will be felt in aquatic as well as terrestrial food chains. In fact, the study was conducted at a
Canadian lake chosen because it had suffered ecological disaster during the mid-20th century: acid
rain as a result of the local nickel smelting industry.
Despite moves to reduce environmental impact, many areas of vegetation surrounding the lake
are still in recovery. This enabled scientists to study Yellow perch from different parts of a lake that
has varying degrees of surrounding forest coverage.
Carbon from forest debris has a different elemental mass to carbon produced by algae in the
aquatic food chain. By analysing the young perch that had been born that year, scientists were able to
determine that at least 34% of the fish biomass comes from vegetation, increasing to 66% in areas
surrounded by rich forest.
Essentially, the more forest around the edge of the lake, the fatter the fish in that part of the
lake were. Scientists say that the young fish in lake areas with scant forest cover were much smaller,
and consequently much less likely to survive and breed.
"We found fish that had almost 70% of their biomass made from carbon that came from trees
and leaves instead of aquatic food chain sources," said Dr Andrew Tanentzap from Cambridge’s Department of Plant Sciences, and
lead author of the new study,
published in the journal Nature
Communications.
"While plankton raised on
algal carbon is more nutritious,
organic carbon from trees
washed into lakes is a hugely important food source for freshwater fish, bolstering their diet to
ensure good size and strength,"
he said.
Copyright © Roger Tabor (USFWS)
London Aquaria Society
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Loss of forests causes fish to starve
cont’d from page 6

The work was conducted at Daisy Lake on the outskirts of the industrial city of Sudbury in Ontario, Canada. The area is part of the boreal ecosystem: a vast subarctic climate system that rings
round most of the top of the Northern Hemisphere – full of huge, ancient forests vital to the carbon
cycle of Earth.
"More than 60% of the world’s fresh water is in the boreal areas such as Canada, Scandinavia
and large parts of Siberia. These areas are suffering from human disturbance such as logging, mining,
and forest fires resulting from climate change – all occurrences predicted to intensify in coming years,"
said Tanentzap.
The scientists studied eight different ‘watersheds’ surrounding the lake: a given area across
which all the moisture drains into a single stream. When these fast-moving streams – full of detritus
from forest foliage – hit the slow-moving lake, the debris falls out of suspension and sinks, forming
layers of sediment which create mini deltas.
Debris is broken down by bacteria, which is in turn consumed by zooplankton. The fish then
feed on the zooplankton. Until recently, algae were believed to be the only source of food for zooplankton, but the new research builds on previous work that showed they also feed on bacteria from
forest matter drained into lakes.
The researchers worked along the food chains in the mini deltas. "Where you have more dissolved forest matter you have more bacteria, more bacteria equals more zooplankton; areas with the
most zooplankton had the largest 'fattest' fish," said Tanentzap.
"While we’ve only studied boreal regions, these results are likely to bear out globally. Forest
loss is damaging aquatic food chains of which many humans are a part."
Thanks Laurel & Bob

London Aquaria Society
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Lobster abandoned in car park
http://www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk/
Submitted by: Laurel & Bob Steele, London Aquaria Society, September 2014
An Atlantic lobster, discovered inside a box at a car park in Canada, could soon be making his
way back to the ocean. "Mickey" was found on Wednesday, abandoned in the parking area of a fast
food restaurant in St. Catherines, Ontario.
The one-pound crustacean had rubber-band marks around his claws, strongly suggesting
that earlier in the week he had been sitting in the lobster tank of a nearby supermarket where he
would have been destined for the pot.
The fact that the lobster was found the morning after April 1, together with the close proximity
of a university to the car park, is leading to speculation that Mickey may have been bought as an
April Fool's Day joke.
He is currently residing in an aquarium set up for him by The Lincoln Humane Society, based
in St. Catherines, where Kevin Strooband, the society's executive director says he is "just chilling."
The Society's aim is to eventually help him make the 1000km journey back to the ocean and it hopes
to find a donor to fly him to the East Coast.
Update: Unfortunately, since this article was written
Mickey the lobster has sadly died. Kevin Strooband
of The Lincoln Humane Society said the response to
the lobster's plight had been very good and several
offers to help him get back home to the ocean had
been forthcoming. Unfortunately, Mickey's ordeal
all seemed to have been too much for him.
Thanks Laurel & Bob
Copyright © Shutterstock. Picture posed by 'model'.

Hi Lorraine. I saw some of these and thought I would send along the fishy ones for the newsletter.
Lexophile is a word used to describe those that have a love for
words, such as: “To write with a broken pencil is pointless?
Here are a couple of fishy ones:
“You can tune a piano but you can’t tuna fish.”
“When fish are in schools, they sometimes take debate”
Thanks so much Annette. I liked Lexophile so much that I
thought I would add it in too. :0)
London Aquaria Society
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Golden and Dwarf Pencilfish Profile
http://www.allabout-aquariumfish.com/2010/02/golden-and-dwarf-pencilfish-profile.html

Pencilfish is a tiny and peaceful community fish characterized by its thin body which is made up of three different color stripes. There are quite a number of different species that form the pencilfish family group of fish
and each has its own different appearances depending
on the location on which they were caught. Based on
my own investigation and casual conversation with pet
shop owners, some of them claim that certain species
actually originated from the rivers of Amazon while
some were caught and imported from the French Guyana. However, presence of these fish is very
rare nowadays and I can hardly come across aquarium pet stores that openly offer the fish for sale.
Two of the most popular species is the golden pencilfish (Nannostomus beckfordi) and dwarf
pencilfish (Nannostomus marginatus). Generally they are rather shy and would sometimes become
motionless, swimming at the same spot. The tank that houses the fish should be a well-planted aquarium with at least 50 percent of overall area covered with dense vegetation to provide a good hiding
spot. I even took the effort to add some small empty clay pots so that the fish feels more like at home
for them. Pencilfish prefer to move in groups and if possible get at least 7 -8 of them or you can even
consider adding neon fish, zebra danio, hatchet or killifish as they all make perfect tank companion.
Feeding the pencilfish can be quite a challenging task because your main concern is that since
their mouth size is so small, there are only certain types of food that can fit into it. For my pets, I usually offer them occasional feed of brine shrimps and I add the finely crushed food flakes that are specially made for tiny fish. Sometimes I even took the effort to introduce a variety of foods to enrich
their diet such as growing live daphnia or collect these from ponds coupled together with mosquito
larva if I happen to bump across these as well. What I notice is that my pencilfish simply love these
until I find myself unable to find constant food supply to feed them. Nevertheless, spending my time
in search for their favorite food is always something worth the effort.
Breeding the pencilfish can be quite tough to achieve because basically what you will need to
do is to construct a proper egg collection mechanism to prevent their own parents from gobbling up
and make a good meal out of their own eggs. What I did was to purchase a type of fine wire mesh
and put the layer on top of the aquarium surface so that when the eggs are dropped to the bottom,
the parents won’t be able to reach them. Identifying which of the pencilfish is a male or female is a
close to impossible feat to achieve as they all look almost the same. I could only tell the different gender apart based on their activity when the males start to chase after the females. Once the eggs
hatched, it will take about 5 to 6 days before the fry become free swimming in search of food.
London Aquaria Society
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Black Mystery Snail
http://www.aquaticcommunity.com/inv/blackmysterysnail.php
The Black Mystery Snail belongs to the genus Pomacea in the family Ampullariidae. This family is also called the Apple Snail family and comprises around 120 different snail species. Earlier, this
family used to be referred to as Pilidae. Like all the other members of the genus Pomacea, the Black
Mystery Snail is equipped with a siphon. This siphon makes it possible for the Black Mystery Snail to
breathe air from the atmosphere while still submerged in water, since the siphon can be extended
above the water's surface. In the genus Pilidae, it is common for the siphon to be longer than the
entire length of the snail's body. The coloration of the Black Mystery Snail can of course be black,
but patterns and colors vary a great deal between each snail and can for instance include gold and
ivory as well.
Carrying for a Black Mystery Snail is easy and you can comfortably house one even if your
aquarium is no larger than 10 gallons. When the Black Mystery Snail is offered in pet shops, it is usually around 3/4" to 1-1/4". It can grow up to 2" long in captivity. It is a peaceful creature which
makes it a good addition to most community aquariums. Before you purchase a Black Mystery Snail,
you should make sure that none of your fish species will view the snail as food.
The Black Mystery Snail will tolerate quite a broad pH range and will do well as long as the
pH is kept between 6.5 and 8.0. The KH should be in the 12-18 range and the water temperature
from 68 to 85° F. As mentioned above, the Black Mystery Snail needs to breath oxygen from the air
and will drown if prevented from this. You should therefore leave at least 2 inches of open air space
between the water's surface and any aquarium lid.
The Black Mystery Snail originates from Brazil where it usually stays passive during the day
and begins its search for food as the sun sets. It will usually search for food in the water, but can also
leave the water and look for food on land. In
your aquarium, you will typically find it crawling up the glass or searching for food in the substrate. It is an omnivore species that will function as a scavenger in your aquarium and remove left over fish food, plant matter, algae etcetera. You can feed it most types of fish food,
including flake food, frozen food and live food.
It will also like to have vegetables and/or algae
in its diet, especially if the aquarium is unplanted.
Black Mys tery snail - Picture by jeffandkittie
London Aquaria Society
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Black Mystery Snail
cont’d from page 10

Just like the other members of the Ampullariidae family, the Black Mystery Snail is either male
or female. It can be very hard to distinguish males from females. If you keep two Black Mystery
Snails of similar age together under the same conditions, and feed them the same food, the female
will be the largest one of the two. When Black Mystery
Snails reproduce, the deposit clutches of eggs right
above the waterline. The female will typically lay from
200 to 600 eggs, and she usually deposit them during
the night when it is dark. The temperature will determine how long you have to wait before the eggs hatch,
but if you keep the snails in their normal water temperature it will take between two and three weeks. The
offspring will eat the same food as the adult Black Mystery Snails, only smaller bits.

Queen Trigger Fish Story
Unknown author or site
When I was working in a fish shop, we had a real neat marine tank with a Queen Triggerfish
(Balistes vetula) in it. For those who aren't familiar, this kind of fish has incredibly powerful jaws and
teeth to crush corals, shells, etc, and can be called anything but shy. Our particular specimen was still
small, about 10 cm. One day a large group of girls arrived and was admiring that tank, so one of the
owners decided to make an impression. He started showing off all his knowledge to the girls, about
the tank and the fish, and kept teasing it with
his finger near the water surface. Needless to
say, at a certain moment he got distracted,
and the fish came up and CHOMP! He instinctively pulled his hand out of the tank, and out
came the fish still stuck on his finger, until at
the end of the pull it got released and flew
way across the room, a good 10 meters! In the
middle of the girls' screams and the bleeding
owner's embarrasment, I picked up the fish
and put it back in the tank.

London Aquaria Society
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BEST IN SHOW
Name
Bob Steele

Name

Fish Name
November Auratus Cichlid (Melanochromis auratus)
Month

Month

Gift Certificate Sponsor
Big Al's Aquarium Services

Adult Fish Competition
Cichlids: Auratus Cichlid (Melanochromis auratus)
Cichlids
Red Zebra Cichlid (Metriaclima estherae)
Cichlids
Red Zebra Cichlid (Metriaclima estherae)
Cichlids
Salvini Cichlid (Cichlasoma salvini)
Cichlids
Calvus Cichlid (Altolamprologus calvus 'yellow')

Ribbon

Bob Steele

November

Bob Steele

November

Jared Harris

November

Jared Harris

November

Bob Steele

November

Linda & Fred Cromb

November Cichlids

Red by Red Cichlid

Linda & Fred Cromb

November Cichlids

Severum (Heros severus)

Blake Gowenlock

November Cichlids

Angelfish (Pterophyllum scalare)

Linda &Fred Cromb

November open

Pineapple Swordtail - female (Xiphophorus hellerii)

Red

Bob Steele

November open

Denison Barb (Puntius denisonii)

Blue

Jennifer McNaughton

November

Limones Splitfin (Ilyodon xantusi)

White

Name

open

James Kelly

Plant Name
November open Crinum natans
November open Cryptocoryne sp.
November open Java Moss (Taxiphyllum barbieri)

Linda & Fred Cromb

November open

Linda & Fred Cromb
Blake Gowenlock

Month

Red
Blue
White

Ribbon
Red
Blue
White

Duck Weed

Monster catfish landed after fishing line is cut.
http://www.grindtv.com/outdoor/outposts/post/monster-catfish-landed-after-fishing-line-is-cut/
November 21, 2013 by David Strege

Fishermen on Bo River in Italy were forced to cut away tangled line and re-tie the lines in
‘dangerous moment’ while battling a 232-pound wels catfish.
When fishermen are battling a 200-pound fish—or any size fish, for that matter—the last thing they
want to do is cut the line but that is precisely what Sven Weide was forced to do while fighting a giant
wels catfish in the Bo River of Italy, and it actually helped him land the monster fish that ended up tipping
the scales at a whooping 232 pounds.
“Just after we started the fight from the dinghy, the fish planted itself under a fallen, sunken tree,”
the German angler from the Quantum Sea Team said via a translation from Zebco Europe. “And it wouldn’t move. … Finally, with the help of Stefan Seuß and a second boat, Benjamin [Gründer] and I worked
the fish free. It was perilous because we had to cut the tangled line and tie it together again in the blink of
an eye.”
London Aquaria Society
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Month

Plant
Aquatic
Category Animals

Fish Categories

September

open

open fish Loaches, Suckers & Catfish (e.g. Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos )

October

open

open fish Cyprinids (e.g. Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds….)

November

open

open fish Cichlids-substrate spawning (e.g. Angels, Kribs, Rams….
- mouth-brooding (e.g., Aulonocara…)

December

none

January

open

open fish Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian...)

February

open

open fish Anabantids (e.g. Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise

March

open

open fish Mollies, Platies, Swordtails

April

open

open fish Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars...)

May

open

open fish My Favourite Fish (any type of fish)

June

none

none

none

None - Due to Christmas Party

None due to Awards Night

Class

My Favourite Fish

Family
Novice
Egg-layer
Non-Fish
Bowl Beautiful
Novelty Tank
Novice Livebearer
Pairs
-

Monster catfish landed after fishing line is cut.
cont’d from page 12
Frerk Petersen of Zebco Europe explained in an email to GrindTV Outdoor that
the fishing line was tangled in the branches of
the fallen tree and because of a heavy mist
they had to wait a while to be able to see.
Plus, they were helpless to do anything until
the second boat arrived on the scene.
Using gaff hooks, the fishermen were able to
remove much of the line from the branches,
except for the tangle. So one angler held the
line below the tangle leading to the fish as
Sven Weide and 232
another cut the line above and below the
pound catfish
tangle.
Had the fish made a sudden run for it, chances are it would have been lost.
Anglers then re-tied the line together, and managed to do it quickly.
“Two experienced anglers were doing it,” Petersen said. “They did not alert the obviously already tired fish
in that dangerous moment. It worked, fortunately.”
After more than an hour battle, the fishermen managed to net the massive wels catfish and take it to shore
to weigh it before releasing it.

London Aquaria Society
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Monster catfish landed after fishing line is cut.
cont’d from page 12
The fish, caught earlier this month, was a special milestone for Black Cat Guiding Tours as it
was the 20th wels catfish weighing over 220 pounds in the history of its company.
“However, anybody who thinks that, after so many giant specimens, the catches are a matter of routine would be vastly mistaken,” Petersen said.
As Weide proved with his catch.

Photos courtesy of Quantum Sea Team of Zebco Europe

Sven Weide and
232 pound
Sven Weide and 232 pound
catfish
FISHY FENCE: VILLA IN TURKEY SURROUNDED BY A 50M AQUARIUM
By Staff Writer | Tuesday, 23 July 2013
www.luxury-insider.com/luxury-news/2013/07/fishy-fence-villa-in-turkey-surrounded-by-a-50m-aquarium

The next time you are in
Cesme, Izmir, Turkey, head over to
Mehmet Ali Gokceoglu’s home. The
businessman and topographical engineer from Turkey, replaced the metal
fence around his home with a 50 metre-long aquarium. The unique fence
holds a variety of aquatic life including
fishes, sea breams, eels and octopi. After getting the structure built, Mehmet
linked his aquarium fence to the Aegean Sea via a 400 metre-long buried pipeline. The entire undertaking set him back US$21,000.
cont’d on page 17
London Aquaria Society
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2014 CAOAC Meeting
November 16, 2014
COMMITTEES
AHD: No report
AWARDS: Author and advanced author submissions are due for the December meeting. Newsletter submissions are due at the January meeting
and other award submissions are due at the February meeting.
BINDER/GUIDELINES: The welcome package is complete. It will be sent out to all clubs, new and
existing as soon as possible. It will be sent electronically to as many contacts as are available in each
club executive.
BAP: Peter from Sarnia has a first in a wild betta.
FAAS: No report
FISH RESCUE: No report
FUTURES: No report
JUDGES: No report
MEMBERSHIP: Half of the clubs have been sent their updated forms for membership renewal. It is
expected that the other half will be sent out some time this week. LAS has paid their membership,
insurance and show sanctioning for 2015.
NEWSLETTER: No report
OPEN SHOW: All of the show reports except the convention report have now been handed in, so
Barb can do the totals.
PROGRAMS: Ken has sorted, organized and catalogued the programs. He is still watching the programs so that he will be able to write up a synopsis for each one.
STEERING: No report
WAYS & MEANS: Started the meeting with $50.35, after expenditures of $12.75, donations of
$16.90, auction $20.00 and the 50/50 draw of $14.00, we are sitting at $88.52. Ed was kind
enough to donate his bean soup for today’s meeting.
WEBMASTER: No report
CONVENTION: The betta auction will be held at the same time as the AGM. Each speaker will do
at least two talks. Gerald will do two talks, judge the betta show as well as teach the CAOAC judges
how the betta congress, judges bettas. Ken will do three talks. There were 20 raffle tickets sold for
the draw for a convention ticket. The winner of the ticket was Ron Urry of CKAS. Vendor tables
will be made available for $75.00 or the donation of a minimum of $100.00 (retail) product. at the
convention there will be no cash awards offered for the IBC show. It will cost $2.00 for members of
IBC to enter, or $4.00 for non-members. There will be a minimum of 19 classes in the betta show.
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2014 CAOAC Meeting
November 16, 2014
CLUB REPORTS
BETTA BREEDERS: No report, yet waiting for info from IBC
CALGARY: No report
CHATHAM-KENT: Ken did his newest rainbow talk at the November
meeting. Instead of the usual raffle of donated items at the end of the meeting, they did an auction
with a 75/25 split. Only club members are allowed to be involved in this auction. They will be trying
this out for the next few months to see if it works well. December will be a potluck.
DURHAM: 76 members. The November meeting was their annual auction, no speaker. The December meeting will be a potluck, no speaker.
HAMILTON: Fall auction was a success. In November, Zenin did a photography talk. December
will be a potluck with pizza and wings and will be held one week early. This is the meeting where
they donate neighbour to neighbour (foodbank).
KITCHENER: No report
LONDON: Our meeting was held on Remembrance day. We had a moment of silence for our fallen
soldiers and for one of our club members. We had approximately 35 members in attendance.
We had Darius and Javier from Northfin come in to speak about their foods. It was a good
talk and many questions were asked and answered. A few of our members are looking forward to
discussing further food options and possible suppliers with Darius and Javier .
We had our second successful 50/50 draw with Betsy Ullyatt winning $24.00. We had a jar
show which included a novice category for newer members. We also had our regular monthly auction.
One of our club members, Stewart Groenveld passed away, on October 28, 2014. Our club
decided to make a $100.00 donation to brain cancer research in Stewart’s name, in lieu of flowers.
Many of our members were able to attend a lovely service on November 8, 2014. Stewart’s smile
and energy will be greatly missed.
Our Christmas meeting will be held on Tuesday, December 9, 2014. It will be a potluck and
there will not be a speaker. The club will supply pizza and soft drinks. Nancy Egelton, who just returned from the Aquatic Experience, has brought back many gifts to be shared with the members at
the meeting.
Our new membership cards will also be coming out.
OTTAWA: No report
Peel: No report
SARNIA: November meeting was for BAP presentations for BAP points. December is annual awards
and potluck.
London Aquaria Society
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2014 CAOAC Meeting
November 16, 2014
CLUB REPORTS
ST. CATHERINES: Thanks to the crew of LAS people who helped with the
auction. The November meeting was a program on Malawi cichlids eating
styles.
December is the Christmas party, as of yet, there is no speaker/program.
TORONTO: No report
WINDSOR: No report
BRANTFORD: There was a request made by Barb to take whatever money remaining in the Brant
clubs account and have Albert put it in with the CAOAC money for safekeeping (kept separately) .
This money may be used to sponsor show classes in the future, or possibly used by someone who
wishes to start up a Brant club again.
CAOAC: December meeting will be held on the second Sunday in December which is the 14th and
it will be a potluck. CAOAC will supply coffee, pop and water. It has been suggested that we bring
a gift wrapped item to donate and it does not need to be fish related. The February meeting will be
the second Sunday (8th) as well, due to Family Day.
FISHY FENCE: VILLA IN TURKEY SURROUNDED BY A 50M AQUARIUM
cont’d from page 14

Onlookers are welcome to check out the aquarium fence, though only from a distance. A
word to the wise, Mehmet has installed a surveillance network consisting of 17 cameras complete
with a facial recognition system. If an over excited visitor or a prospective vandal gets too close, the
alarms will go off.
We figure that it
would be a breeze for
Mehmet to get a bite if
he ever decides to go
fishing…
Thanks for sending this
along Annette. Looks
like someone has a few
extra dollars to spend
around the house. LOL
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GIVE YOUR FISH WHAT THEY DESERVE!
Spoil your fish with quality fish food and
aquarium supplies from AngelFins.
Visit us at angelfins.ca or call/e-mail us to schedule
a pickup in Guelph.
Quality Aquarium Supplies

AngelFins
660 Speedvale Avenue West, Suite 305, Guelph

Moore Quality...
Moore Knowledge…
Moore Service...

4683 Sunset Road

Phone: 519-782-4052

Port Stanley, Ontario N5L 1J4
Fax: 519-782-3139
www.moorewatergardens.com
80 Years of Quality & Service
“Everything for the Water Gardening Enthusiast
10% Discount to all Club Members
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its
main objective is to promote interest in breeding and raising tropical fish and to provide a
means through which hobbyists may exchange
ideas, gain information and display their fish,
sharing them in the public in the London Area.

Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10
issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication
may be reprinted provided full credit is given to the
Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of
the published bulletin or magazine in which the article appears, is to be mailed to:
London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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PET PARADISE
SUPERSTORE
Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995

Please Support
Southwestern Pet Centre
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location) Dundas & Saskatoon, London, Ontario
They support us!!!
519-451-7279
Sat: 10am-6pm
Thurs 7 Fri: 10am-9pm Sun: 10am-5pm
Mon-Wed: 10am-8pm

1641 Dundas St London, ON N5W 3C3
1-519-451-7279

LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PUPPIES, KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH,
AND SMALL ANIMALS





Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
Pets Always Welcome!

RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP CARD.

Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
Saturday…...9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
Sunday…....11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.

519-432-1600
1080 Adelaide St. North
London, Ontario

www.petparadiselondon.com

PET’S ‘N’ PONDS
11A Frank Street, Strathroy, Ontario N7G 2R2
519-245-0721
www.facebook.com/pages/Pets-N-Ponds/
154308937946767?sk=info
Monday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m.

Saturday
10:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.

Friday

Sunday:
10:00 a.m.-5:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES
WAREHOUSE OUTLETS IS CANADA’S LEADING RETAILER










519-668-2752

10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 2.5 TO 300 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
REPTILES

BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

CORALIFE

10% Discount
To London Aquaria
Society Members

(except sale items)
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